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Indoor Activity Ideas

8 Indoor Activities to

(and One Outdoor!) for

Release Kids' Energy

This Winter
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When my daughter was young, it took a lot of

“I just need my jacket!” was my toddler’s
enthusiastic response when I told him it was too
chilly to play in his kiddie pool. I thought I had
done a great job of explaining the concept of
winter to him — until he reappeared 10 minutes
later proudly wearing his swimsuit.
Winter will have unique challenges for many this

mental energy — creativity and time — to come
up with new ways to get our energy out inside,
especially during bad weather days, extended
weekends or even as part of our every day routine. Physical activity is important for children
and adults alike. Getting regular exercise helps
keep our bodies healthy, sets up positive longterm habits, supports restful sleep and helps

year due to COVID-19, and my family is no

children be prepared to learn.

different. Rather than spend our days indoors at

As we enter an unusually challenging time and

the public library or a museum, I’m searching for

face growing concerns about the spread of illness

safe activities that my family can enjoy during

(see How to Talk to Your Kids About Corona-

the colder months. While every family and

virus), we all have a lot on our minds. This can

situation is different, hopefully, you can glean a

make it hard to feel creative. Now is a great time

few ideas from this list.

to turn to one another for activity ideas to add to

Go on a bear hunt. When the weather is too bad
or you can’t convince your child to venture out,
gather all your pillows and chairs to create
an indoor obstacle course. Tape two empty toilet
paper rolls together to create binoculars and
hide a teddy bear at the end of the obstacle

our collective parenting toolboxes. Whether you

are preparing for a new routine at home with
your child or looking for additional activities to
add to your existing routine, here are a few ideas
for indoor games to get the wiggles out.
1Turn on music and dance.

course. Now the obstacle course is a bear hunt!

Play your favorite songs and move to the beat together.

Continue Reading
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Moving to music is a great way to get energy out and to
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The Holidays in Foster Care: Why Things
Might Get Rough
By Billy Flynn at Foster & Adoptive Care Coalition

During the holidays, we are inundated with messages from a number of sources (movies, music, TV, social media, commercials) about how we should be feeling joyful, happy, and thankful. Surrounded by loving (and attractive) family,
laughter, fancy food served at perfectly set tables and loads of expensive gifts, these images rarely reflect the truth for the
majority of people. For children in foster care, conflicting loyalties and lost dreams can make the holidays an even more
especially difficult time. They often report feeling especially vulnerable, lonely and sad, at a time when they are expected
to feel exactly the opposite.
What can those of us caring for these children and youth do or say to ease the pain?
Here are some things you might do:
1. Prepare the foster youth in your care for the holidays in your home
Have a discussion with the young person about your family’s holiday customs. Do you celebrate over multiple days, or is
there one “main” celebration? Are there religious customs? Will gifts be exchanged? What should they wear? Who will
they meet? What preparations need to be done in advance? Will there be visitors to the home? Will they be taken on visits
to the homes of other family or friends? And in all of these events, will your youth be expected to participate? Knowing
what to expect will help to decrease anxiety around the holidays. Avoid surprises and you will decrease seasonal tensions.

Of equal importance is to help them talk about their memories of the holidays. Be prepared for anything from fantasies to
reports of no memories of anything at all. Give them space to talk and be prepared to validate any feelings they may
share with you. Find ways to incorporate any traditions they remember into your family’s celebration.
2. Prepare friends and family before you visit
Let people know in advance about new family members in your home. Surprising a host or hostess at the door with a
“new” foster youth may set up an awkward situation — such as a scramble to set an extra place at the table — making the
young person feel like an imposition right from the start of the visit. Your preparation of friends should help cut down on
awkward, but reasonable questions such as “who are you?” or “where did you come from?”
Also prepare the youth for what to expect. Talk about upcoming events and the people who will be there. If they have not
met before, introduce them with old photos or stories about them. Prepare them for the “characters” in your family. Tell
them if the celebration will be formal or informal, what to wear, what they will do there, if is a quiet or loud affair, and
how long you will stay. If “please” and “thank you” will be expected, role play with the youth until they are comfortable
with such expressions.
3. Remember confidentiality
You may receive well-intended but prying questions from those you visit with over the holidays. If your young person is
new to your home, it is natural that family members ask questions about your youth’s background. As much as possible,
have these conversations ahead of time, without the youth present. Understand that questions are generally not meant
to be insensitive or rude, but simply come from a place of not knowing much about foster care. Think in advance about
how to answer these questions while maintaining your youth’s confidentiality. Use the opportunity to educate interested
family and friends. Pre-establish the boundaries for information sharing.
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